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Chapter 2569

Ningyue nodded: “Yes, since the beginning of my Baguio Palace, the founder of
Chuangmen has had his legacy, so I won’t let you pay for it. If you want to reverse it, I’m
still very happy. I am also very excited, because it also resolves a lump in my heart at
the same time.”

“What do you say?” George Han asked in confusion.

“Baguio Palace leave home, though it is quite upset, but no matter how speak, indeed
contrary to the teachings of the ancestors, I have been self-induced heart unworthy of
the ancestors.”

This is, to say do not pour month, in fact, three thousand Han Can also understand.

After all, this is a place where a faction will stay forever for thousands of years. If it rashly
moves away, it is naturally disrespectful to the sect and ancestor.

But what George Han didn’t understand was what this had to do with the melted Shen
Yan Zhu.

“Shenyan beads are left by our ancestors. I want me to swear to the death. The
so-called people are there, and beads are there. However, there is a situation where the
beads can be separated.” Ningyue said seriously.

“In which case?” George Han said.

Ningyue glanced at the Five Elements Divine Stone, and said, “This is the situation

now !” What is the situation now? What does it mean?

Is it possible that the ancestors of Baguio Palace can still predict what will happen tens
of thousands of years from now?

Ningyue did not speak, and with a movement of her hand, a scaly shadow appeared in
front of him for a while, she reached out her hand and took out an extremely ancient
picture album.

“This is the legacy left by the ancestors of my palace, please see the leader.”

When the picture album was unfolded, there were a few large characters on the almost
yellowed picture scroll.



“The son of Baguio, the bead is dead, and the bead is there. But the combination of
beads and stones is the best for Baguio. The disciples follow closely, remember!”

George Han frowned in an instant. How could this happen? ?

I don’t even know how many tens of thousands of years ago, a certain expert left a
legacy, saying what it is like today!

Is it an unexplored prophet?

Or is it a coincidence? !

After taking the picture album, George Han looked at it carefully for a long time, and he
was able to confirm that it was indeed a memorial from tens of thousands of years ago.
In other words, these seemingly incredible coincidences or other things are true. .

But this is not right. The Five Elements God Stone was obtained from the Eight
Desolation Book of Heaven. Even the ancestors of Baguio Palace would have no
reason to know its existence. How could they know that the Five Elements Stone would
merge with the Shen Yan beads? ?

A huge and incomparable question suddenly came to George Han’s mind.

“According to the ancestor’s legacy, since the Shen Yan Zhu and the stone are fused
together, the Baguio Palace not only does not need to seek repayment from the lord, but
also follow you.” Ningyue smiled: “It seems that there is a god in the world . “

” Heaven? “Han muttered and three thousand channels.His own master in the trapped
fairy valley, once again in the Five Elements Divine Stone, seems to have mentioned the
so-called providence arrangements, but how can there be so many providences in this
world? How can there be so many coincidences? !

day? What is it again? !

“Is there anything else in your legacy? I mean, what is the origin of Shenyanzhu, or did
you mention the origin of this stone?” George Han frowned.

Ningyue shook her head: “Shenyan beads have existed since the founding of the
mountain. The door is only about how to use the beads, but the origin of the beads is not
mentioned. As for this stone, isn’t it the lord’s? Don’t you know the origin of it?”

George Han knows a fart. The five-element sacred stone was obtained after he broke
the trial tower in the Eight Desolation Book of Heaven. Don’t say that he is not clear
about the origin of this guy, if not several times. Worrying about his life, the Five
Elements God Stone came out of his savior, and George Han didn’t even know how to
use this guy!

However, it is also possible to ask the guy from the Bahuang Heavenly Book!



Is it just that grandson would tell himself this? !

If you want to tell, you will tell yourself when you get it, instead of telling yourself and
letting yourself experience it!

His grandma, what is going on? !

In the midst of confusion, George Han’s sunshine suddenly swept away. Nian’er had
already come down from George Han’s arms and ran to the side to play in the mud.

George Han hurriedly stopped his thoughts and walked over quickly: “Nian’er, what are
you doing? Muddy.”

“Nian’er missed his mother, so I pinched a mother’s little clay figure.” Nian’er stared
blankly. George Han said softly.

As soon as Amelia Su was mentioned, George Han’s heart felt anxious and painful.
Looking around, Nian’er took advantage of the gap between George Han and Ningyue’s
talk, and she had already pinched a little clay figure, and even specially embellished the
clay figure. Two small eyes.

It’s just that these two little red eyes are inexplicably similar to the red yarn next to her
cauldron: “Nian’er, have you used father’s alchemy materials?”

“No, this is mud!” Nian’er naughty Nunu’s mouth, and then Buckle down the mud of the
two eyes and place it on the palm of his hand to show George Han: “It’s just mud, it was
originally one, but Nian’er took some out and painted it with peach blossom petals.”

George Han He smiled warmly and nodded, but in the next second, he suddenly turned
his head back, looking at each other almost at the same time as Ningyue, and the two
unanimously said in unison: “They are originally one!”

Chapter 2570

Stone can swallow beads, it is not amazing, nor is it that stones can eat!

Rather, they are a community in themselves! After meeting, naturally because of their
own characteristics, they gradually merged together.

The reason for the difference in appearance is actually because of external forces or
other elements, which have changed, just like Nian’er used the color of a flower to
smear the soil, so that the outer color of the soil has occurred. Variety. If you don’t take a
closer look, you will naturally be like George Han, thinking that it is something else.

Divine stones and beads are also based on this principle!



“So Shenyan beads, Huazhongyu, the two god beads are actually some kind of stone,
and they are closely related to the Five Elements God Stone!” George Han frowned.

Ningyue did not speak, her eyes carefully stared at the five-element sacred stone in her
hand, and the more she stared, the more weird she became: “The five-element sacred
stone, the five-element sacred stone…After the Huazhong jade and the Shenyan beads
merged with it, two colors of red and white remained , And the ratio of the two colors
occupies one-fifth of the stone body of the five-

element sacred stone .” “I suddenly felt that the five-element sacred stone was some
kind of basic body, and Shenyan Zhu and Huazhongyu were one of the five bodies?
“Ningyue raised her head and asked.

Hearing this, George Han frowned, and his face filled the world with pearly water, and
he could nourish his face and be happy. He belongs to the water genus.

The jade in the flower can repair all things and re-grow, and it belongs to the wood
genus.

One wood and one water are two lines in the five-element sacred stone!

Just fit!

“When the five elements gather, this stone will also undergo a qualitative change. Is
there such a possibility?” Ningyue asked again.

George Han did not speak, but the guess in his heart was almost completely consistent
with what Ning Yue had said.

This is a great possibility!

You can even let George Han directly rule out other possibilities! because only this kind
of explanation is the most reasonable at present.

However, the only question is, what are the remaining three stones? !

If the five-element sacred stone really needs a five-star stone to awaken, what will
happen to the five-element sacred stone after it awakens? !

“It seems that I have to thank you very much for helping me solve the secret of the Five
Elements Divine Stone.” George Han nodded and looked at Ningyue.

“I think it’s not me that you want to thank me.” Ningyue said, looking at Han Nian.

George Han also smiled slightly, and looked at Han Nian with affection.

Yes, if it weren’t for this girl, they were originally one, how could George Han and
Ningyue quickly think that the stone and the beads were originally one? !



Although the secret of the Five Elements God Stone has not been completely solved, at
least let them know what is going on and what the future direction is.

This is very important.

Touching Han Nian’s head, George Han showed a fatherly smile.

“This little girl is smart!” Ningyue smiled softly: “Long follow her mother, beautiful.” As

soon as the voice fell, Ningyue’s smile instantly solidified and embarrassed, she
hurriedly looked at George Han and said, “I’m sorry. , I didn’t mean it.”

George Han forced a smile: “It’s okay.”

Ningyue wanted to speak, but at this moment, there were bursts of panic screams in the
distance, so that Ningyue was about to pull up on the spot. Knife…

After looking back, I saw a voice coming from the corpse breeding ground, and the two
of them looked at each other nervously.

“It’s Qin Shuang’s voice.” Ning Yue said anxiously.

In the next second, I won’t say more, the two rushed towards the corpse…

Chapter 2571

When George Han hugged Han Nian and rushed to the corpse nursery with Ningyue
anxiously, at this time, Qin Shuang was kneeling on the ground, his eyes wide open,
and he looked extremely surprised, dead. Staring at the corpse farm.

On the corpse breeding ground, all kinds of immortal grasses and different trees grow
lush and lush, and under the colorfulness, it is even more like an immortal land. The
previous barren landscape has long disappeared. This is all due to the fact that George
Han had planted a lot of things before.

In front of Qin Shuang, there was a relatively barren land, and she deliberately picked a
place with no plants.

However, George Han and Ningyue did not see clearly what was happening where she
was staring because of the shelter of other plants.

The two walked over quickly, just about to ask her what’s wrong, but they stopped at the
same time, staring at the ground in a daze.

On the extremely dry ground, in a pothole about the size of a bowl, the seeds of ginseng
baby were mixed with the soil in the pot and were covered there.



Before George Han had already irrigated the fields with weak water, at this time, a green
plant grew on the soil.

The single-rooted seedling plant is curved and has a height of about two centimeters.
There are two leaves scattered on the waist, about the size of a fingernail.

But with such a small single seedling, two very strange things were born under the two
leaves.

On one side of the leaf are red beads about the size of an egg that cannot be covered,
and on the other side are small blue grape-like fruits that are very similar in size to the
leaves.

“This…this is…” Ningyue stared blankly.

Not only her, but even George Han at this time was completely stupid.

How is this going? !

“I…after I planted the seeds, I…just stayed here, and as a result, this thing grew out of
it…is this…is this a ginseng baby?” Qin Shuang looked at the ground with excitement.
Lv Miao asked. Ningyue naturally didn’t know, she looked at George Han with the same
question.

George Han put down Nian’er, walked over a few steps, squatted down, and looked at it
carefully.

However, looking left and right, George Han even used his own energy to sense. After
all, ginseng baby has been with him for a long time, and he should be familiar with its
breath, but the result is cruel, what? It can’t be sensed either.

Therefore, even George Han himself was dumbfounded.

“If it was a ginseng baby, how could it become two?” Qin Shuang asked anxiously.

Yes, if you bear only one fruit, that would be the past, but these two are a bit weird.

Is it possible that this guy will give birth?

But when this guy was alive, he took a mouthful of his uncle, and he was clearly a pure
man, how could he give birth to other fruits.

What is going on here? !

Seeing George Han’s puzzled look, Ningyue didn’t dare to make a noise, but Qin
Shuang on the side was anxious.

After all, if George Han can’t give an explanation, then no one can give an explanation.



“Is it possible, isn’t this a ginseng baby? Is it transformed into an ordinary plant, no
longer exists for him?” Qin Shuang murmured at Ningyue, his eyes full of despair.

Ningyue didn’t know how to answer for a while.

Suddenly, George Han’s eyes flashed a ray of hope!

“No, there is another way to tell whether this is the rebirth of the ginseng baby, or it has
been transformed into something else.”

“What method?” The two women said almost simultaneously…
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